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HEAT CAPACITIES OF CERTAIN CYCLOFJRAFFINS 

INTRODUCTION. In recent years the experi'nental 

deterrninatior of vapor heat rapacitie -a become 

increasingly important not only to industry, hut also 

to the theoretician. The need of the petroleum in- 

dustry, in pertici1ar, for thermo5ynariic data has led 

to a good deal of research in the past few years. 

The interest of the theoretical chemist ir thermo- 

dynamics has been aroused once again by the application 

of the methods of' tistical mechanics to the calcu- 

letton of thermodynamic Thta. 

One of the ultinate a'oals of theoretical vtork is 
the calculation of the pro'erties of a substance with 

recourse to a minimum of experimental work. At the pre- 

sent time, it is not possible, in general, to calculate 

thermodynamic properties exactly, so the theoretician 

needs exact experi!ental late. on a good many compounds 

in order to enable him to learn vhat approximations may 

he valid in his calculations. In addition, the attempt 

to cE.lcu.lte t'erriodynamic properties of complicated 

molecules involves certain assumptions concerning the 

structure of these molecules. If exact experimental 

data are available, proper interpretation may lead to 

important advances in the state of knowledge of the 
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present study has been undertaken mainly from the 

viewpöint f the theoretical chentt. 

The ue of statistical echen1cs In the calcu- 

lation of thernodynaic properties from spectral data 

has been very successful for nonatornic or dlato!nic 

molecules. Calculation of the prorerties of rnore 

complicated Tolecules is more difficult, and involves 

a good many assumptions. The validity of these as- 

sumptions may he determined by the consistency of the 

results obtained in their use. 

As an exap1e of the assumptions nade in statisti- 
cal mechanical calculations of thermodynamic data, 

let us consider the concept of "restricted rotation" 

within a molFcule. Prior to 1936, it had generally 

teen a3sumed that there was free rotatIon of te 
methyl groups about the C-C bond In a molecule such 

as ethane. However, calculation of the entropy of 

etharAe by the thods of statistical mechanics, under 

the assumption that free rotation existed, led to 

results which were higher than the expertme:tal law 

entropies (fl. In 1936, Kemp and Pitzer introduced 

the concept of a low siiusoida1 potential harrier 

rstrtcting the rotation of the methyl groups in 

ethane (9). 
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By u$e öf t'.is assiuptiori, they were able to ohtin 
agreement hetwoe the aicu1'ted and the exprinent1 
entropy. This idea of retricteì rotation wa apçiied 

to other molecules and, in all ases, seemed to :ive 

cortsistent resits. It was found that the height of 

the potential barrier varied ri a reasonable manner 

from molecule to molecule. Thus, w'ilo the existence 

of a potential harrier became an accepted thing, the 

height of the harrier, and the nature and shape of the 

barrier became subject for investLatiori. 

Since cyclic hydrocarbons are restricted to certain 

configurations by tieir geometry, it was soon recognized 

that a study of the thermodynamics and molecular struc- 

ture of these compounds should lead to sorno Interesting 
results. In particular, the possibilites of internal 

rotation are very limited, and so it was to he expected 

that the study of these compounds should yield rnore 

knowledge of the nature of the potential hi.ndering ro- 

tation. With this object in mind, a rather extensive 

study has been made of the thermodynamic properties of 

cycloperitane, (2, 3, ', l, l) cyclohexane, (4, l) 
and ethylcyclohexoe (4, 15). In a logical continuation 

of this series, the properties oC the ':limetbylcyclo- 

hexanes ere calculated by analogy with the properties 
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of cyciohexene (4). It is the purpose of the presert 
work to obtain experUnerta1 ve1es for the seous 

he&t capacities of the .'1inethy1cyc1ohexanes, whtoh 

may he compared with the calculated values. 
If it is found that the experie-ìtal vslues ecc 

sat1sfactri1y with the calculated heat capacities, it 
would he additional proof that the assumptions rrwde 

In the calculation of the properties of cyclohexane 
ere co.isitet. In addition, it would he a eck 

on the validity of the so-.called "methyl increiient" 
used in calculating the heat capctties of' the di- 
rnethylcyciohexanes from those of methylcyclohexarìe. 

This "methyl increment" method consists of su'tracting 
the het cap&city of cyclohexare from that of meth3rl_ 

cyclohexane to obtain the chonge in heat capaity due 

to the ad11tion of the nethy1 group. This "methyl 
increment" is adced to the heat capaclty of methyl- 
cyclohexane ot obtain the hest capacity of the dl- 
nethylcyclohexanes. In all these steps the differences 
due to symmetry, etc., cre taken into consideration. 
The iet.od, when used with the 'iethyl derivatives of 
benzane, gave fairly good results (13). 

In this thesis the gaseous heEt capacIties of 

tras-1 ,4-dlmct'ìylcy1ohexane, cis-1,2-dlmethyicylohexane, 



and trs-i,2-d1rnety1cjc1ohexane w11 be given. 

tri additIon, a largo prt of t'-te thesis will be 

devoted to sarle calculatlans of heats of varori- 

zation and heat capacities illustrating thecorrecttons 

tp1ied, as well as the iietiod of co1cu1aton. The 

remainder will be devotel to a discussion of the 

benzene calirat1on runs nade D: ur apparatus. 
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EXPERI2ENTAL PR3c}Du:E 

APPARITU3. The apparatus used was the f10 calori- 

meter built by John P. McCullough and described in detail 

in hils thesis (11). It is based on the Improved flow 

calorimeter described by Wad.1ingtoi, Todd, and Huffrnan (17). 

The apparatus is shown in plates i and 2, pages 7 end 8, 

and in figure 1, page 9. 

TH3D. The operational procedure is described in 

detail by McCullough (il), but it will b outlined brief- 

ly here for better understanding of the remainder of the 

thesis. Before giving any detail, a brief discussion of 

the method would be appropriate, 

The rethod consist.s of cyclin e constant flow of 

vapor through the calorimeter in which the vapor Is 

heated. The power supplied to the heater Is measured. 

The temperature increase Is measured ort to different 

therno!neters. By measuring the power irnut into the 

vaporizer, it Is rossible to calculate the rate at 

which the va'cor is flowIng past the calorimeter heater. 

The apparent heat capacity is given by the relation: 

C(obs.) W/FT, 

where W is the energy required to produce a tenperatu.re 

increase of T in vapor flowing at the rate of F o1es 

per unit time. 



PLATE 1: APPARATUS 



PLATE 2: APPARATUS 
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It h been showr that a 1ot of C(obs.) aga1nt 

1/F 1 a straight line, nd th t extrapolation to an 

Infinite flow rate gives the corret ¶raiïe of C. The 

fact that the plot of the experimental va1ue of (obs.) 

aait 1/F gives poirts v1ìch rieviate fr m a straight 

line by less than 0.1%, is evderve of the validity of 

the correction. An additional check is the fact that 

the straight lines tor the 'eat capacIties as dtermirAed 

b; the t'o theroneters intersect at the same point, in 

general, (17). 

HE!T OF VAPOflIZATIDY. It is appront froì the 

bove aisct'ssior that one of the most importent items 

to he determred is the flow rate. This is determined 

by measuring the porer !rut to the va orizer, and then, 

knowing the heat of vaporization of the cDround, the 

rate of aporization, or flow rate, may be calculated. 

Therefore, It is necessary to determ n e the heat of 

vsporiztIon at the onrting tem . perature of the vapor- 

izer. The description of this procedure may be followed 

by referring to figure 1 on page 9. 

The compound is first Irtroduced by dIstillation 
fron flask i into the vaprzer 2. The vaporizer bath 

A, a thermostated bath controlled to about 0.0l0 C., is 

now heated to a temperature about 0.20 C. above that at 
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which it is desired to operete. At te arne time the 

calorimeter bath B is heate3. to a te-nperat'e hi 

enough to rrevont condensation in the caìorietcr. 

When oth baths re at the de-ired teperoture, the 

f1ov lines are heated to prevent liquid fro'i for1ng 

anyhere r. the sytern from the vaporizer to a point 

beyond the three-way stopcock 5. The teipertre of 

the ca1or'ieter bath s not critical ir the measurement 

of heats of veporlzation, and the bath is usually set 

to control to about ±0.050 C, for convenience. The 

temperature in the flow lines can also be set arbitrarily, 

just so that condensation is prevented. 

After the baths are up to temperature, and the 

flow lInes 're heated, the pressure In the system is 

adjusted to cive the proer boiling te-'tperture. The 

pressure is controlled to about lOaS fl. 0f mercury, 

or better, by a tiercury regulator. When the pressure 

is adjusted, the vaporizer heater is started at a rate 

of about i anp. for the current input. It was found 

that this rate woo low enough to prevent "bumping" 

as hoiln started. Az soon as the liqutd n the va- 

porizer starts to ho.l, the current ir. the heater iS 

increased to give the desired power. The pressure is 

readjusted tinti? the desired boiling point of the 
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comrotmd is reached, nd the vapor is allowed to cycle 

until cor:dt1on re constrt. 
At thts tttne prelImInary rneasuremcnts re made, 

on a Leeds and Îorthrop ptentíornotr, type K-2, of 

the curreflt nd volt8ge of the vaporizer heater. 

Measrernents cf the boiling temperature are also ob- 

scrved on a difference thermocouple which cives the 

difference in teiperture between the vaporizer bath 

nd the boiling liquid. After three or four rounds 

of potentiometer readings have shown that conditions 

are coPstnt, the actual run is made. 

The stopcock is turned so that the vapor flows 

into the traps C. The traps, vJiich are cooled by a 

zuitbie cooling agent, condense the vapor, presumably 

without changing cooditions too The stopcock, 

in turnIng, closes a switch which activates a tiiirg 
dev1o. The vapor is trapped unt!1 about 2 grams 

are collected. DurIng this time readings are beIng 

macle of the potential and current of the vaortzer 

heater, and of the difference thermocouple. At the 

end of the run, the stopcock i turned back, break- 

ing the timing circuit. The traps are now removed arid 

weighed. Knowing the power required to vaporize the 

weighed material in the observed time, the heat of 
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va orizatio may be calculated. A sanp1e calci,lation 
will be carrid out in another section of the thesis 
w 1.ch v. ¶11 illustrate the general method and explain 
the corrections applied. 

HEAT CAPACITY 1'AST1REENTS. After the heats of 

vaporization have been obtained, th heat ca-acity 

runs may he made. It has been found that the ceter- 

mination of the heat capacity at four flow rates is 

e-ough to enable the best strfight line to be chosen, 

and the true heat canscity (i.e., at infinite flow 
rate) deterniined. 

In naking a heat caracity rnrt, the saie proceìnre 

is followed as in a heat of vaporization until the 

vapor is cycling. As soon as the vapor is cycling 

and the te'iperature of the vaporizer bath has been 

recorded, the calorimeter bath reu1ation is exeined. 

It is necessary to obtain the best regulation possible, 

so that teper.ture fluctuations in the bath will 

not he interferirg vl.th the eternLntion of the 

temperature change in the calorimeter. In order to 

get regulatIon to better than ±0.005° C., It was 

found necessary to 'ìstall a voltage regulator con- 

trolling the voltage across the -rain bath heater. 

The description of the regulator ard its operation 
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Is given by McCi11ongh (11). With the ue of this 

reuitor, nd by creft1 adjustment of the current 

supplied the flain heater, as well es to the control 

hester, it was posib1e to obtain temperature cotro1 

of ±0.002 to ±0.004 C. 

When the bath regulation i sEtisfactory, a 

prelininary run of re1ns Is nade on the pùti- 

num resistance therometers, T-1, T-2, sr .. d T3. The 

therrnoreters are read by using a Mil1er brIge. When 

two rounds of readings are obtained, thus gIving a 

baso temperature, the calorImeter heater is turned on, 

and the temperature of the vapor, as observed on T-2 

or on T-3, is raised about 80 C. from the base temper 

ature. After about 10-30 dnutes, when the vapor 

cornes to equilibrium, the thermometers are read again, 

and the pov:er input to the ca1ormeter heater is 

mea sured. 

The teiperature fluctuation ori T-2 and T-3 

vari3s considerably. At temperatures around 1300 C. 

arid for low flor rates, the fluctuation is generally 

less than .01° C. At higher temperatures and at 

b.Ih flow rates f1ctuation is as great as ±0.020 C. 

In order to cut down the effect of these fluctuations, 

one of two methods of averaging Is employed. The 
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rost common method is to observe tie ther'noceter in 

question for a reasonable period of time--about five 

minutes--and note the maxthum devition during that 

time. The average value of the teperature during 

the time of observatIon is taken as correct. A 

second round of readings is then made rapidly as a 

check, and if deviations greater than the range 

observed for the theroraeter appear, a third averaged 

round is taken. This method has been found to give 

successive readings which agre e1l within 0.01° C. 

At high temperatures, the bath itself may be 

changing so ratidly that It is undesirsòle to vatch 

one thernoieter for too long. In this case, the 

second metod of averaging is used. In this method, 

a good many rounds of readings are made, as rapidly 

as possible, with no attempt being made to watch the 

fluctuations of T-2 and T-3. VÌen about five or ix 

values of the temperatures re obtained, the average 

value is taken as being correct. 
At this point it may be pointed out that the 

Millier bridge is somewhat thconvenient for this kind 

of' temperature measurement. In order to eliminate 

leads resIstnce, two readings on each thermometer 

must be made, and the time required is too much for 
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raçid esnrements. 

While the te peratures are beitg tnesure', read- 

in;s re also being nade on the vaorizer he.ter 

current and otetia1, from which the rate of flow 

may be caiculted, arid the calorineter hester current 

and potential, from which the power up lied the gas 

may be letermined. 

The rate of flow i iow increased, and at the 

arne timo t'e oer input from the ca1orineter heater 

is incre-sed so that the tecperature of the vaor as 

observed on T-2 or T-3 remains the saae to within 

O,O4 C. Viien conditIons reach equilibrium again, 

the readings re repeated. 

The amount of temperature increase is guite 

critical, end Tnust be made carefully. It is rot 

necessary that the end te'perature be exactly the 

same, but the average of the initial and final tern- 

peratures iust remain constant. 

When the heat capacities at four different rates 
of f10 have been determined ir this manner, the 

calorimeter heater is turned off, and, after a eriod 

of 10-30 minutes, rounds of readings are made on the 

thernometers once more. In this way the change in 

base temperature may be determined. Also, there is 
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some T:.ossibiiity that t}o base teerature of T-2 artd 

T-3 i1l chane at the higher flow rates due to the 

Jouie-Thonpson effect. This effect ha rever been 

observed in any of our observations. However, it was 

reported to be of apreciahle mgitude in riestrements 

made by Waddingtorì, Todd, and IIuffmar (17), so it should 

be checked on each measurement. 

Perhaps it might be wrthwhi1e to mention the 

source of the power for the calorimeter nd vaporizer 

heeters. The power was furnished by a bank of 16 

Edison cells in series. Before a series of runs the 

batteries were completely discnaiged and a double 

charge put on them by :'neans of a cooper oxide recti- 
fier. This insured a fairly steai.IT source of oer 
during the runs. In tIfle course of one heat capacity 

run, the power would stedily decrease about 0.01- 

0.l over a 30 minute period. 

MATERIALS: The tra ns-1 ,4-diethy1cyc1ohexane 

was supplied by Esso Laboratories, Standard Oil 

Developement Coipeny, Elizabeth, New Jersey. They 

gave the purity, estimated from freezing points, as 

99.83 mole pr cent. The sample is part of that pre- 

pzred under A 'rican Petroleum Institute Research 

Project (AfIRP) 6. The cis_1,2_dmethylcyclohexare, 
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and trans-1,2-imetyicyc1ohexne were supp1ed by 

Ohio State University. These conpunds were syn- 

thesized by A'IRP 6. The purity of the cis conpound 

wa estimated as 99.95 noie per cent, and the purity 

of the trans co!npound to be 9Q.2 moie per cent. The 

purification of these cornpornds 'ñas carried cut under 

AFIR? 45. 

The bonzerie used in c1ibrat1on runs Baker's 

Analyzed C. P. bonzerie. The purity of a sap1a dried 

over scdiu was estimated fron one freezing point 

determthetior to be 99.5 o1e per cent. 
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SATPLE CALCULiiTIO1 

Before iscussi.ng the benzene ca1ihrton run, 

or the reu1ts of our heat epacity measurements, a 

amp1e calculation both of a heat of va orizatiot 

run and of a heat capacity run will be given. 

IEAT OF VAPORIZATION. The general principle 

involved in calculating the heat of vaporization is 

quite simple. The paver is determIned from the vaìor 

izer neater currn't and potential; the mass of material 

va'orized is eterined by weighing; arid the time is 

measured by the timing device. Hrnvever, corrections 

must he applied for: (1) power loss in the vaporizer 

heater leads; (2) change in heat content of the 

liquid as the material is vaporized; (3) heat losses 

if the boiling teiperture of the iaterial should 

change during the run. After making these correo- 

tiorts the heat of vaporization,H, is calculated 

acording to the relationship: 

Q(1 - v/IT)/M, 

where Q is the corrected energy supplied, M is the 

number of uo1es vaporized, and i - v/V is a factor 

allowing for the fact that the space occupIed by the 

evaporated liquid is filled 7ith vapor which is not 
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coçiered ar" wehed. The rnolal volume of the liquid, 
V, is obtained froi density data, while the molal vol- 
ume of the vaDor, V, is calculated from the perfect 
gas law, with whatever corrections for gas imperfection 
iay be available. The corrections and the method of' 

calenlation are suggested in the paper of Waddington, 

Todd, and Huffmari (17). 

CORRECTIONS. Before carrying out a sample 

calculation the corrections to he applied should he 

discussed in some detail. The first crrection is 
for pover loss in the vaporizer leads. These lee1s 
are made up of two sets of tungsten wires, leading 

from the top of the vaporizer to the het.er. They 

consist of 2 leads, each 14 cm. long, of #16 gauge 

wire, which are never wet by liquid, and 2 leads of 

#12 gauge wire each 24 cm. long, which are partially 
wet by the liquid in the vaporizer. The power pro 
duced in these leads (RI2) where they are wet by 

liquid is used to va:orize the liquid. The poker 

rroduced in the part of the 1;ads not wet by liquid 
is used only to heat, the vapor. However, the power 

measured includes both contributions, whereas the 

power to va'-'orize the liquid should include only 

that in the wet leads. The loss in the dry leads 
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shôuld be subtracted from the total rower '-easured. 

ThIs makes a difference of about 0.1% in the pover 

mea sured. 

The third correction arises from the fact that 

during the period the material is heins collected, 

the temperature of boiling, as observed ore a differ- 

erice termocou1e may rise or fall by as much as 

0.10 C. The change ir heat of vaporization is neg- 

ilgible, hut there is a significant correction due 

to the heat trnsfer involved In charging the te-per- 

ature of the liquid and lass of the vaporizer, 

As the material is vaporized, the change in 

state involved is the transfer of m grams of liquid 

at the average teperature of the varor1zer to vapor 

at the temperature of the surface of the boiling 

liçuid.. The heat cntent of the liquid in the vapor- 

izer Is lovored by an ant ns(T - t), where s is the 

specific heat of the liquid, T is the averae ternper- 

ature of the liquid initially, and t is the temper- 

ature at the srface of the liquid. This heat is 

used to varorize additional liquid, ö it results in 

an additive correctIon to the neasnred power. This 

is the second correction. 

An expression for the energy required to vaporize 
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nl grens of liquid, with the bvo corrections, ey 

be derived as foI1o's. 

The change of state, in gener1, is from st&te A 

(liquid and Ias at an average temperature T) to 

state B (vaor at temperature t; liquid, and g1ss 
at an average temperature T'), brought about by the 

easnred quantity of heat, Q', corrected for power 

lost in th . e 1eds. 

Let M the mass of liquid at the beginrìthg 

: the iiass of liquid at the end 

G the mass of the glass in the vaporizer 

S the specific heat of the glass 

Q the corrected energy required to 

vaporize m grams of liquid. 

E the change in energy of the liquid and 

glass. 

The other variables are as defined above. 

From the defiritions, 

Q' E-t-Q 

But, E may he written as: 

E - Ms(T - t) M's(T' - t) 
- GS(T - t) -t- GS(T' - t) 

But, M M' i- rn 



Therefore, 

E - LT's(T - t) * M'(T' - t) - rns(T - t) 

+G5(T'- T) 

And, 

: - T) -+- GS(T' - T) 

- ms(T - t) Q 

Therefore, 

Q Q' - 's(T' - T) - GS(T' - T) 

- t) (1) 

In przctice the ternpertiros used for T nd T' 

re tose observed o the difference 

This is not oxct1y the s.rerìge tenperatiire, for this 

therrnocourle is just below the hester. Hoover, the 

'llfference in totperature sbould not be far . from the 

difference in the verage ternperatures. 

There is an additional correction which might be 

nade. A! the m grams of liquid re vaporized, there 

nu be sorne chenge in the rneri temperature of the 

glass bove the liqo.id, due to the chango In depth 

of the ituid. This change Is estimated to be negligi- 

ble, however, 

Even though the corrections are very sia1l, the 

combined effect was quite Importantm On our best runs, 
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the prec1stor s good t here f the 

corrections had not been applied, the vartaton rould 

have been greater than .O.3%. The fact that we got 

fairly consistert results in our tse of the corrections 

Is, in Itself, some chccí ou thelr velility. 

CALCtTLATI')N. In order to show a ssrle 

calculation, I shall choose the heat of' vaporiztion 
run on trarLs-1,4-dimethylcyc]ohexane made February 

, 1949, at 1:27 p.m. This run was made at a bailing 

tenperature of apprxinately 68° C., and at a rressure 
of about 140 mm, 

The exnerl,mental data are given in table I on 

pae 25. The teiiperature is caiclated from the re- 
sistanco of the platinum resistance thermD&ter by 

moans of the Callendar equation. 
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TABLE I 

DATA FR)M A HE4T oF VAFORIZATION RT.ThT 

Temrerture öf veortzer bath, C..........68.09 

Difference thernocup1e 

3tart, mv...... . .0.0105; °C. . . . . . . . . . .0.25 

End , . . . . . . . . .0. 0082 ; °C . . . . . . . . . . . a 19 

Average, °C...........................0.22 

Heater potential, voltg..,,,... . . . . ....,,..23.575 0.01% 

Heater current potential, volts............0.324470.O1% 

Weight collected, grn. .......,..............2.479 

T irne cf run, 

Pressretreguiator,mn.................139.9 



The heater current potential is ieterrnined by 

measuring the potential across a standerl resi3tne 

(ö.29e64 ohm.),, The haater currenti 

I 0.32447/0.29864 : 1.0865 amp. 

The power: 

EI 23.575 x i.o865 2.614 att. 

The tnperture at the dIfference thermocouple iSt 

68.09 - 0.22 67.F0 C. 

Fro'n a low1edge of the ariount of liquid in the 

vamorizer, and the volume of the apnrizer it may be 

estimated that the evare level of te liquid helov 
the stamdrd taper joint is 26.7 C21. on this run. 

This means that the average hetht of the liquid 

above the heater level la 29,5 - 26,7 2,P cm., 

and the height of liqrid above the terocoup1e is 

3.8 cm. 

The length of each #12 gauge tungsten 1re lead 

not wetted by the liquid is 26.7 - 5.5 21.2 cm. 

The resistance of this wire is gIven in the hand- 

books as 0.00017 ohm/cm,, so the total resistance in 

the #12 gauge leads is 21.2 x 2 x 0.0Ö017 0.0072 

ohm. In adíiitior, there are 28 cm. of #16 gauge 

tungsten. wIre, with a resistance of 0.00042 ohm/cm. 
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The resistance of the #16 sauge wire is: 

0,00042 x 2P 0.0118 ohm. 

Therefore, the power lost in the leads is: 

12R (1.0865)2(0.0118 0.0072) 0.022 watts. 

Thus, 

: 25.614 - 0.022 25.592 watts, 

From the vepor pressure data for trans-1,4-dimethyl- 

cyc1ohexane (1) the v'or pressure of the liquid at 

the tenperature recorded at the dfference theriocoup1e 

may be calcnlated. The Atitoi.ne eauation for this compornd 

is given as : 

log10 F : 6,82180 - 1332.613/(218.791 + t) 
3ubstitutirg, 

: 67.87° C., 

149.0 mm. 

But, this pressure is higher than the boiling 

pressure by the pressure due to the hed oÍ' liquid 

above the thermocouple: 

0.7356 x d x h 

vhere d is (ìsty; h, the height of the liquid, is 

3.8 c; and 0.7356 is a contersion factor from gm./cc,.2 

to millimeters of mercury. The density at 6 C. is 

estimated from cnown values at 0, 200, and 4C0 (7) 



The estimated value is .72 gm./ci.3 

From this, 

2.0 mm. 

Thus, the boiling pressure is 147.C) mm. By 

making use of the Antoine equation gain, using this 

value for the pressure, the boiling teiperature may 

he calculated. 

In thts viay it is calcnlatel that 

t = 67.500 C. 

Now, we may apply the corrections by substitution 

in equation (1). 

First consider the torm is(T - t). The value 

of the specific heat of the liquid at 6E° C. riust be 

estimated, In so 1oing, use is made of the followIng 

approximate r9lation based on the Kirchoff equation: 

= C(gas) -C(liq.) 

The change in the heat of vaporization with 

tenperature may be estimated by taking the oily data 

availabe, a heat of vaporization at 250 arA one 

calculated at the boiling roi_nt of the compound (1). 

4H at 25 is 9,052 kcal./rnole 

'xliv 
at 119° is 7,90 kcal./mole. 

The C(gas) may be estimated at 68° from the 

theoretical calculations (4). Substituting, the 
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seific heat of the liquid at 6° C. is estimzted to 

he about 0.53 cal./gm./deg. 

Now we .Iay calculate ms(T - t). 

rn 25.5 ;m. 

s 0.53 cal./gni./deg. 

T - t 67.87 - 67.50 0.37° C, 

Therefore, 

- t) 5.0 cal. 

The term M's(T' - T) may be evaluated, also. 

M' is etermined from the estimated volume of the 

1iqui which was in the vaorizer. This volume was 

estiiated to be about 140 c. Using the density of 

0.72, M' is calculated to be 101 gm. 

(T' - T) 67.90 - 67,84 o.o6° C. 

Therefore, 

M's(T' - T) 101 x 0.53 x 0.06 3.2 cal. 

Now we must constder the term GS(TL T). The 

value of G is estimated from a knowledge of the size 

of the vaporizer to be about 100 gm. The value of 

s, the specific heat of the glass, is estimated from 

the handbooks to be about T'.2 cal./deg./r. 

Therefore, 

G3(T' - T) = 100 x 0.2 x 0.06 1.2 cal. 

Now we may determine Q, the corrected value far 
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the rnount of energy aupp1ie. 

Q' in cnlöries i given by, 

Q' Power x tirne/4.1833 1. 

25,592 x 316,78/4.1833 1937,9 c1. 

Fro'n equation (1), 

Q = 1937.9 - 3.2 - 1.2 . 1938,5 cal. 

The heat of vaporizatIon, H, will be given by 

the relation 

Q(1 * v/V)/lili 

It reriaths to ceterrnine the value of (1 - v/V). 

The mo11 volume of the liquid, y, may be determined 

from the '1ensity of the liquid at 68° C. The molecular 

weight of our compound is 112.21. 

Therefore, 

112.2l/).?2 cc. 0.156 1. 

For lack of sfficient data to use better 
approximation, the io1al volume of the gas, V, may 

be estimated from the perfect g-as law. 

pV RT 

at 67.5° C. and 149 im., 

V = 0.08206 x 340.7 x 760/149 

V : 145 1. 

Therefore, 

i - 'f/v : i - 0.156/145 : 0.99892 



Thus, 
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z 1938.5(0.99892)112.21/25.479 

And, 

8726 cal./mole. 

ERRORE IN CALCULATIONS. It is apparent from the 

calculations that some errors iay be iìtroduced ue to 

the aprroximations which were necessary. Some ais- 

cussion of the magnitude of these errors ìay he worth- 

while. 

The first approximation made was in the estimation 

of the level of the liquid below the standard taper 

joint. The error in estimating this level is probably 

not more than ±0.5 cm. This will affect two quantities. 
The first Is the correction due to power loss In the 

leads. The error in this correctIon is estimated to 

be about 0.O01% of the total 'cower. 

The other factor Influenced by an error in the 

level of te liquid is the boIling point calculation. 
If the differerce in height from TC-1 (figure 1) to 

the surface of 'e liquid is estimated to he in error 

by O.5 cm., the pressure correction will be uncertain 

by 0.73 x 0.72 X 0.5 : O.25 mm. This will make the 

bOiling point In error by ahoiit ±0.025° C. The error 
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in the term, s(T -t), i about Ö.3 ci1ore. This 

Is less t'an ±O.O2? of te total heat of varorizp.. tiori, 

The estimatIon of the density 1g probably accurete 

to ±5%. This will also affect t:e boIling rotht calcu- 

lation. The rossihle error 1rtrouced in the pressure 

correctIon would he about ±0.20 ri, In the preceding 

paragraph it wa shown that this would introduce an 

error of less than ±O.32 in the heat of vaporIzatIon. 

The error in the estirnation of the snecific beat 

of the liquid could be about L%. This error affects 

the two terms, !ns(T - t) and 's(T' - T). The effect 

of an error of ±% in the specific heat would make 

an error of about ±0.2 to ±0.4 calorIes in the first 
term, and an error of bout 0.0 to ±0.4 calories in 

the second term. This would 1eid to a axiiîum error 

of about jO.04% of the total heat of varorization. 

The term GS(T' - T) Involves approximations In 

G and 5. The total error in GS could be as high 

as l. The error in GS(T' - T) would vary from 

0.0 to 4-0.2 calorIes. The maximum error in the heat 

of rapor1zation would be about -0.3l. 
The approximatIon Involved in calculating i - v/V 

is rrohahly accurate t better than o.oi% of the beat 
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of varorization. The volume, V, calculated by the 

perfect gas law, is probably correct tc and 

v/V Is probably accurate to ±10%. Herce, the error 

in i - v/V would he about O.'DOOl, which would introduce 

an error of ±.O,0O% ja the heat of vaporization. 

If the errors ar all additive, as nuch a 

error could be itroduced into the heat or vaporization 

from these approxirnatons alone. However, due to the 

cocsist.ency of the results obtaIned, under differing 

clrcunstances, it is doutfi that the error is that 

large. 
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HEAT CAPACITIES. In analyzing the d&ta from a 

heat capacity ron, it wes nccessery to take Into 

r'ons1eration the time a given measurement WaS made, 

since the power supplied by the batteries varied 

continuously, and the bath teperturo generally 

dropped stedt1y through the day. In order to correct 

for these ariatins, the data were all plotted against 

time. An arbitrary tthe during each run as pIcced 

as the time of the run, and the values of the various 

data vere rend off the graph. 

The base line for the temperatures r,f T-2 and 

T-3 was drawn parallel to the line for T-1, for it. 

was found that the variation in b'th tenperature 

throughout the dey was generally linear. Readings 

at the begin .. ning of a set of f'our runs and at the 

end of the runs served to fix the end points of te 
base lines for T-2 and T-3. The readings on T-2 and 

T-3 generally varied scnrwhat, so that the average 

of the readings, as described in the section on 

oxperirientel procera, vas taken for the value of 

the temperature of the heated vapor. 

The teperatures were calculated from the correc- 

ted res.i.stsnes by the CallerLdar equation. Once the 

teerat'res had been calculated in a giver range, 
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it was possible to determine a ratio, LT/1R, so that 

it was pos3íble to 1cùìte the rthange in teiperature 
from the change in resistance by a simple multiplication. 
This as quite acurte or fairly small chanes n 

ternporture (up to a chango of at least 10° C.). 
To illustrate the calculation of heat capacittes, 

the date of the run made ora. trsnz-1,4-d1metylcyc10- 

hexre on February 12, 1949, at a tenperature of about 

1300 C. arid a presre of about 2O mn., cre presented 

in Teble II on page 36. The teperature differences 

have been calculated by the ratio method described 

above. All data have been corrected for time variation 
as explained above. 
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TABLE It 

DATi FW)M A T7FICAL HEAT CAPACITY RUN 

Run t 3;30 p.tn., Feb. 12, 1949, on T_1,4_Drch.* 

Temperature of vaorizer beth, °C. . 

Difference Teperature, oc 028 

Varorizer heater potential, volts........2'.622 ±0.01% 

Vp. heater current potential, volts.....0.39438 ±0.01% 

Preasureatregu1ator,!m................255.4 
Calorimeter bath te!-riperature 

from T-1, °C........ . . . ... . . .129.Y?? 

Temperature change 

on T-2, °C. . .. ... .... ....... .8.245 k3.00 

on T-3 , °C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. iPo io 01 

Calorineter heater potential, volts......3.360 0.01 

Cal. beater current potential, irolts. . .. .0.23676 ±0.02% 

* 



First the rate of f10 nist be a1cu1ted. The 

power input to the 'aporizer, un.crrected, 

p' Ei : 2g.622 z O.3943S/O.2964 

: 37298 watts. 

This power rnst be correete'3. only for losc in 

the vaporizer 1eds. The other corrections ap::lied 

i ca1c'l8t1n heats of vaporization lo not ap1y here 

since conditions re constnt. .A new correction must 

be iade for the heat ginec1 as the returning liquid 

passes through the vaporizer bath, which is 0.20 C. 

higher than the boiling liquid. ThIs extrc best i.s 

use' to vaporize more liquid in the vaporizer and thus 

resmlts in a term to be added to the iesured over 

input. 
In order to correct for leeds loss, the level of 

the liquid below the standard taper joInt ust be esti- 
ìsted, as for the heat of vaporization calculatIon. In 

the present run, it is esttated that this level is at 
2.5 c. That makes the lon,tb of #12 gauge tunten 
wire not wetted by liquid 2(2. - .5) 40 cm. The 

length of #16 gauge tungsten wIre, as before, is 28 cm. 

The leads loss correction is: 
p = (40 x 0.00017 +- 2B x 0.00042)12 

0.032 watts 



The corrected power is: 
37.798 - 0.032 37T46 

Ir a wilt time, wilch is rbitrartiy selected as 

60 sec'rnds, the energy delivered to the vaorlzer Is: 

Q' 37.766 x 6o/4.l33 

4l.67 cal. 
The cr)rrection to be aptiled due to heating the 

returning liquid by the vapDrizer bath Is now calcu- 

lated by first determirdrg the number of moles of 

liquid being vaorized and returned to the vaporizer. 

Let m te number of moles 

The value of the het of varorizatlon to e u3ed 

is the s?ioothed value for 84.° C. This value is ob- 

tamed by plotting the experimental heats of va;orl- 

ztlorL ainst teperature and drawing the best-fitting 
straight line ttrough th experiTzental polnt.s. The 

value from the line at P4 C. is used in these calcu- 

leitions. ThIs 'raiue is: L1Ç : 282 cal./ole. 
Now, if m' the weight of material vaporized, 

Then m' : 54l.67 x 112.21/8282 = 7.36 grn. 

The correction for the hestin due to the return- 

Ing ]iquid is: 
q' : 
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where T is the difference between the bath temperature 

and the liquid in the vaporizer, es measured by the 

difference thermocouple. The specific het, s, may 

be estimated, as for the heat of vaporizatior calcu- 

lations. At this tewerature (84,5° C.) s is estimted 

to be about 0.54 cal./deg./mole. 

Therefore, 

q' = 7.36 x 0.54 x 0.28 1.11 cal. 

The corrected energy, Q, used to vaporize m rfioles 

of liquid is: 

Q 541.67 + 1.11 542.72 cci. 

Thus, flow is; 

F 542.78/8282 0.065537 moles/mm. 

The Dower input to the calorimeter heater must 

now be calculated. The calorimeter current is de- 

termined by measuring the potential across a standard 

resistance of 0.9997 ohm. 

The calorimeter tower is: 

Cr" 8.360 X 0.23676/0.9997 1.9799 watts. 

This must he corrected for the unmeasured power 

i the calorimeter leads. These leads consist of 

1.33 feet of #22 gauge corper wire. From the hand- 

hooks, the resistance at 130° C. is 0.0310 ohm. 
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The 'ower correction is: 
RI2 = 0.0310 x (0.2368)2 0.0017 watts. 

This correction is added to the measured power: 

C? 1.9799 i- 0.0017 : 1.9816 watts. 

The energy supplied to the ca1oriiieter heater in 

a unit time (60 seconds) is: 
W 1.9816 x 60/4.l33 28.422 cal, 

The observed heat capacity, C, may now be 

calculated for each therrnrneter according to the re- 

la ti on : 

W/FLT, 

For T-2, 

c(2) 28.422/o.o65c37 x 8.245 

52.60 cal./deg./mole. 

For T-3, 

CD(3) = 2P.422/(0.06537 x 8.180) 

: 53.02 cai./ieg./mole. 
The same process must be followed to calculate 

the observed heat cpacity at the other three flow 

rates. The results are summarized in Table III, 
page 42. 

These values of C are now plotted as a function 

of 1/F, and the value of C at infinite f10 rate is 

determined. This is shown in figure 2, page 4. 



It is seen that the value of C at irifirite flow rate 

is the same for both -2 and T-3. This was found to 

be true in many cases, &nd in all cases the difference 

in the values of C(2) and C(3) was less than O.l. 
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TABLE III 

Observed !eat capacIties of trans-1,4-diethy1cyc10- 
hexne; fron runs made 2/12/49, at a teperature of 
133.20 C., and a pressure of 260 

Run Flow Rate 1/F C (Ohs.) Thermometer 
(mole s/rim.) (ca1/deg./o1e) 

i 0.065537 15.2p 52.60 T-2 

53.02 T-3 

2 0.11556 8.66 52.27 T-2 

r2_; .._ 

3 0.15123 6.61 52.19 T-2 

rr 

4 0.21112 4.74 52.07 T-2 

52.18 T-3 
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FIGURE 2: THE APPARENT HEAT CAPACITY OF TRAirS-1,4- 
DII!ETHYLCYCLOHEXANE AS A FUNCTION OF 
FLOW RATE, AT 406.4° K. AND 260 lVilvl. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

BErZENE. The results obtained oo the calibration 

runs vith henzene are given in Tables 1V and V, pages 

45 and 46. 

It is seen that the mean heat of vaporization 

rees very v;ell with that of addinton and Dotslin. 

Their precision was better than ±0.1%. Apparently 

the precision on our heat of vaporization data is 

no better than for benzerie. However, the pre- 

cision on the heats of va oriztion improved in later 
determinations. For example, in the deterninations 

vith trans_l,4_di!nethylcyclohexare, the precision was 

almost within O.l%, and was even 'etter with the 

i ,2-dimethylcyc lohexanes. 

The experimental difficulties encountered in 

those heat of vaor1zation runs were not trivial. 

The timer :ave a reat deal cf trouble until its 

eccentricities vere discovered and taken into con- 

sidertion. liuch time was wasted in the early runs 

due to the timer failing to start. In addition thc 

stopcock grease used in storcock 5 (?i;jure 1, page 9), 

was the source of an entirely disproportionate a ount 
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TABLE TV 

The Heat of Vaporization of BerLzene 

p, mm. T, °C. Run Time Flow Rate 
(r. oles/:in.) (ca1./no1e) 

398 60.5 4-VB 1439 0.044 7627 

2-VB 1730 0.045 7419 

4-VB 1230 0,059 7604 

5-VB 1535 0.061 7631 

4-VB 1612 0.069 7601 

2-VB 2320 O.O9 7584 

5-VB 1700 o.io6 7632 

6-VB 1403 0.194 7603 

6-VB 1512 0.234 7588 

Mean 7610 24 

The heat or vaporization, for benzene 

at 6.5° C. is estinated to be 7611 ca1./io1e, 

from the data of Waddington and Douslin (16). 
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TABLE V 

Vapor Heat Capecity of Bonzene 

Source p, mm. T, °K. Heat Capacity 
(cal./deg./rnole) 

(1) 398 370.20 2.17 

(2) 398 370.20 25.25 ±0.1 

(1) This research. 

(2) Estimated from data of Scott, addington, 

Smith, and Huffrnan (14). 
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of trouble. Th iicone grease used in the first runs 

apparently dls3olvod to se extent in the benzene; and 

Eused frothing iii the varizer at raeiunì and hih rates 

of flow. It was deeiied necessary after te third teat 
of va:Dr1zation run tz clean all the bnzene out of the 

apparatus in order to ronove the sIlicone, an regreese 

t'e stopcock. The grese evetue11y used wes a crease 

made up of a heavy, vacuum-distilled oil and lithium 

steerte. Stopcock wa kept ot enough to prevent 

the condensation of the vapor, in order that t-e 

benzene should not dT asolve any of the grease. In 

later runs on our other compounds this stopcock was to 

give us much tront1e, for the storcock grease would 

work out of the stopcock and lt would stick. Even- 

tually, silicone grease was used again or'! trans-1,2- 

d iethylcyclohexarie, 

At high rates of flow, aothr source of trouble 

was piuging ir. the traps, A solid berzene plug forned 

in the first trap as the vapor entered te cold trap. 

The boiling teriperature of the liquid in the vaporizer 

rose rapidly when plugging occured. The change in 

teiperature was so great that our correctIons were 

no longer valid. In order to eliminate this diffi- 
culty, a second trap was designed with a larger 
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opening around the neck of the trap, so that çIgthg 
would not be so rarid. Also, the rms at high flow 

rates were made as rapidly as possible. 

The results in Table IV seem to indicate that 

there is no correlation between flow rate and the ob- 

servd heat of raporiztion. This is also reported 

to he true with the apparatus of Waddington, Tod:1 and 

Huffman (ii). These results are taken to establish 

the independence of heat of aorizaton and flow 

rate. In the determination of the heats of vapori- 

zation of the dimethylcyclohexanes, only one flow 

rate used The experimental difficulties eì- 
countered at high flow rates (chiefly plugging) led 

us to choose low flow rates for heat of vanorization 

runs. 

From the results obtained for the heat of vanori- 

zation of benzene, the accuracy on our heat of vapori- 

ztion data has h . eeri. tentatively set at EO.3. It 
is quite probable that the chief inaccuracies are 

inherent in the method of trapping the vapor. Condi- 

tions are quite often changed enough so that the boil- 

ing teperature of the liquid in the vaporizer changes 

by quite a large amount, in which case our corrections 

are not very satisfactory. 
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In Table V it Is seen that our value for the heat 

cpcity of berizene is 0.3% lower than the accepted value. 

It smnuld be pointed out that no effort was ade in our 

run to exclude ater from the henzene. The solubility 
of wter in. bnzere at 260 C. is 0.23 mole ì:er cent (y). 

Thus, failure to remove the water from benzene saturated 

at 260 C. could causo as much as 0.2% error in the 

measurei heat capacity. This error would rause the 

esured heat capacity to ho low. Since the henzene 

we used was ery llJcely saturated with water, our results 

indicate that heat catacity results accurate to O.l-O.3 

could be obtained by obserring the necessary precautions. 

ater would have little effect on the heat of vapori- 

zation deternrïtion since its heat of vaporization is 

not too different troni that of ber1zene. 
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TRANS-1,4-DITETHYLCCLOHEXANE. The results for 

this compound are given in Tables VI and VII, pages 

51 and 52. 

T} heat of vaorizat1or data were obtaIned at 
f1ov rates of about 0.044 moles/mm. Higher flow 

rates were attepted, but the liquid piled up ir the 

traps nd would not run down into the collectthg vesaels. 

The boiling terperature in the vaorizer, as Indicated 

øn the difference t1eriocouple, rose raIdly The 

coolIng liquid tn the traps ws dry loe and acetone. 

Fron the results obtaired with the use of liquid air 
as a coolIng agent in the trans-1,2-diietbylcyc10- 

hexane run, lt appears that higher rates might he 

'ossible if liquid air is used for this purîose. 

In the heat of vaporization runs on this compound, 

the timer again gave us tronhie, and soîìe results had 

to he discarded because of iLaccurate timing. In the 

later runs or the other dimethylcyclohexanes the timer 

no longer gave us difficilty, as we became more adett 

at adilusting lt. 
The heat le;ks in the system appear to have been 

effectively reduced by the vacuum jacizeting and sil- 
vered surfaces of the vaorizer and calorimeter 

(Mccullough (li) ). It was noted that the values of 
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Heat of Vaporization of Trarls_1,4_rìrnch.a 

p, i'nm. T, °C. No. of Exp. 

146.9 67. 4 

263, 4.0 2 

483.7 103.3 3 

b 

(caljrnole) 

8518 ±lO 

P271 i0 

Roo ±io 

a Trans-1,4-diethy1cyc1ohexane 
b ITeat of vaporization 

Maximum deviation 

H. Smoothed 
(cal. /rio1e ) 

oo 

P282 

8028 
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TAiLE VII 

Varor Heat Capacity of Trans_1,4_dch.a 

T, °K. p, 

370.1 261 47.12 

406.4 482 52.14 51.52 ±0.15 0,98 

260 51.85 

467.9 4P2 59.50 59.16 ±0.2 0.54 

260 59.28 

a 
Trans-1,4-dirnethylcyclohexane 

b Heat capaciti (ca1./deg./o1e). 

C Heìt capacity of vapor in the ide1 stte 
(cal./deg./mole) 

ci Calcniated on paes 55 and 56. 



the vaporization were not affected by changthg the 

teperature '1'fference between the vaporizer bath 

aod the liquid from 0.91 to 0.03° C. This would 

indicate that heat leFks are negligible. Another 

idicatiori that t.'e heat leaks are not serious is 

that the lines obtained in the plot of C, vs. 1/? 

for a particular tenperature had the same s1a;e for 

different rna. 

Our experliental heats of vaporization were 

plotted, together with the value for at 2° C. 

(902 cal. ±0.1%) detertned by Osborne and Ginnirigs 

(12), as a function of temperature. The four po.nts 

fit a straight line to wIthin .0.2%. The deviation 

from linearity appears to be random scattering and 

is assumed to be due to experi!nental error in the 

heat of vanorztion deterrninatio. 

It is believed that the chief error in heat 

capacity measureiients is due to the uncertainty of 

the heat of vaporiztion data. The uncertainty In 

the temperature measurements ould introduce an error 

of 0.i% to ±0.2% in the observed hect capacity at 

each flow rate. The process of plotting the data 

should. tend to reduce these errors, so that the 

experimental heat cpacity at each pressure Is 
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probb1y accurate to Ö.2%. This 'ou1d rake the 

possible error in C abont ±O.4. The heat of vapor- 

izction data is robab1y accurate to about ±0.2% on. 

ths ompound, so this Is probably the 1írnit1n: ec- 

curacy for th h.e:t cpcity data, aio. A very 

improbable ad1ng of errori could rneke the naxirnnrn 

error ft C about However, it Is expected that 

the inaccuracy Li the heat cepacity data Is rio worse 

than 

c, the heat capacity of fhe vapor in the lÀeal 

sthte, !flay be ohtaned by use of the reletionship; 
: TL7(V/T2) dp 

p p p 

The second den - ¿ative i5 be evaiuete by use of 

an ap:ropriîte eqution of stete, such s the Berthelot. 

IIoever, the work of Wd'ingtort, Todd, end Huffiìan (1?) 

has idicate that the correction for gas inperfoction 

erive fron Bertholot eçuation is not very good. 

In ft, at low temperture te experient1 value 

of - nay differ by a foctor of t;o from that 
calculated from the ert:elot equation. For this 

o 
reason, Wacidington, Todd, and Huffman determned 

by plotting C, as a function of pressure at constant 

temperature. They found that was a linear function 

of pressure. On extracoltion to zero pressure the 



value of vas obtained. 

5 

They found that the ev1ation 

of the experimental points froi. linearity was less thn 
the expeirnenta]. error in oc poth t. This was con- 

firmed tri the ceso of trans-1,2-inethylcyciohexane, 
in which three points vere deteriined. 

The experimental values of given in Table VII 

were rieterined by rlottthg the values of at each of 

the two prssures as a function of p for each tenpera- 

turc, It is ross.tble for errors in C to be additive 
p 

and combino to make a considerable error in C. Thus, 

if the two experimental paints are accurate to .1%, 

will be accurate only to ±0.2%. 

Sixìco it was rossible to get only one value of 

C at 370.1° Ç duo to difficulty in pressure regu- 

latten at the high vacuum necessary to maintaLi the 

compound in vapor form, C was estiiated. This es- 
timatton i made by use of the second vinal coef- 

fiaient, B. The equation for B was that given by 

Scott, Waddington, Smith, and Huffman (14). The 

second vinal coefficient, B, appears in the equation 

of state; 
pV RT 4- Bp. 



The relationship betweerL B and is given as: 

-T(23/T2) 

If S is of the form, 

Then, 

B = b - c exp (a/T) 

(dCp/dp)T c(a2/T3 -i- 2a/T2) exp (aIT). 

5 , 

Now the constants a and c may be evaluated from 

the value of C1 - C0 at the two temperatures for which 
p p 

we hsve experimental data. 

In this ay, 

And, 

a 750, c = 8.80 

(C/P)T °.80(5.625 x 105/T3 

+1500/T2) exp (750/T) 

Therefore, at 3Y0.10 K., 

- 1.46 cal./deg./mole. 

The correction applied to C at 370.1° K., in 

orcer to correct for gas perfection., is: 

e' 1.46 x 261/760 0.0 

A ìd, 

46.62 cal./deg./rwle. 

Since the correction e' is so anali, it could be 

in error by 20 and stili contrihute only C.2% error 

in C. 
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CIS A!'D TRAS-1,2-DP'TTTYLCYCLOHEXA!E. The res31ts 

of the heat capacity neesiiremerts on cts and trarìs-1,2- 

dlniethylcyclohexane are presented in Table VIII and 

Table IX on paces 5P and 59. A more complete discussion 

of these conpounds is given by McCullough (11). 

COTARISON WITH ThEORETICAL CALCTJLATI OTS: The com- 

prison of our exrerlmental :eat capscities with the 

values calculted by Beckett, Pitzer, and Spitzer (4), 

and the values calonlated by McCullough (11), are sum- 

marized In Table X on pe 60. It may be noted that, 
while there Is significant disagreement between our re- 
suits and the values calculated by Beckett, Pitzer, and 

Spitzer, the values agree quite well with the uodified 

calculations of McCullough. 

The a;reemert between exerimental results end the 

modified cal'lations is regarded as evidence confirm- 

ing the assumptions made concerning the structure of 

cyclic hydrocarbons, as discussed in the introduction. 

The "methyl increment" method of calculating the heat 

capacities of the dlmethyicyclohexanes seems to give 

results which ere quite satisfactory. For a complete 

discussion of results from the theoretical standpoint, 

the reader should refer to McCullough (Il). 



TALLE VIII 

VRpor Heat Cìparuity of C1s.1,2dmch.a 

T, °C. p, mm zH used C - 

133.c 4P5 P250 50.99 50.55 ±0.15 0.68 

25 84P4 50.80 

163.8 485 3250 54.89 54,76 ±0.15 0.21 

285 8484 54.84 

226.4 485 8250 62. 62.54 ±0.2 003e 

a Cis-1,2-dmetbyie'eIohexane 
b Heat of vaor?atton, smoothed v1ues (ee1./o1e) 

Heat capacity (cal./deg./rnole) 
(I Het capacIty of vapor i the ide1 state 

(ca1./deg./no1e) 
e 
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TABLE IX 

Vapor Heat Capacity of Trans_1,2_dnich.a 

T, °C. p, mn. LHVb used C0 C C' 

134.3 5 8oi6 52.76 51.82 *0.15 1.24 

390 i98 52.50 

260 8355 52.20 

194.1 585 8016 56.50 56.17o,2 0.44 

390 P19 56.da 

22.7 390 8198 64.30 64.26 ±0.2 008e 

a Trans_1,2_dirnethy1cyc1otexane 
b Het of vapor1z.. tian, sroothed values (cel./mole) 

Heat capacity (cal./deg./mole) 
Heat capacit; of vapr in tre ideal state 
(ca1./e./mo1e) 

e Ca1iated 
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TAPLE X 

Comparison of Experient1 and Calculated 
Vapor Heat Capacities 

Compound T, °K. C exp. C cc 

T_l,4_druch.d 400 50.4 51.3 50.3 

419 59.2 60.0 59.0 

C_1,2_dmch.e 400 49.4 50.6 49.6 

500 62.5 63.2 62.5 

T-1,2-drich. 400 50.9 51.6 51.0 

sao 64.0 64.5 64.0 

a 
Heat capacity of vapor in ideal stte 

(cal./deg./mole) 

b 
Calculated values from Table X of Becket, 

Pitzer, and Spitzer (4), 

C 
Calc'iatod b:, McCrl1ough (11) 

d Trans-.1,4-ditnethylcyclohexane 
e Cis-1,2-dirnethylcyclohexane 
f Trans-1,2-dimethylcyclohexane 



niscì;ssi 

The res1t presented ir. this thesis show that 

the apparatus of t}ls 1abortory Is capb1e cf giving 

heat capacity results wic' are probably scours te to 

at lee st ±0.3%. Some experimental i.rficnit1es have 

been indicate5. As these ifficnities were overcome, 

the results inprove in prcis1on somewhat over th-se 

obtathei from the bezene run. However, it is felt that 

the accuracy of the ìeternii&tion coula not be iroved 
to much with the preser.t apparatts, 

It is to be expected that a better pressure regu- 

lator would help a great deal to srooth out the vari- 

atiorì 1ri flow rate. This would, in turn, smooth out 

the 1lctustons in teperature of the heated vapor, 

as o'served on T-2 and T-3. 

Better values for the temperature of the heated 

vapor wou1 )G possible if a White doible : tefltiCfleter 

ere used lor the temperature measurements. This vould 

enable one to make faster reaitngs, and get better aver- 

ages. 

It would probably pay to recalibrate much of the 

apparatus, and to try another hezene run, using 99.9% 

rure benzene. It should he jossible to get better re- 

suits now that soie of the "bugs" re worked out of 
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t"e apear: tus. 

It is possible that the baths should be reh3ilt, 

and made seiler, so that they wu1d he easier to regu- 

t J_ 

.iÁ tIC. 

A final suggestion would be to investig te the 

possibi1it.v of a different method of collecting the 

material on a heat of vaporization run. If some method 

of collectio. could be found vhich did not upset condi- 

tions in the vaporizer so much, it v'ouid he very de- 

sirble. 

By carrying out some of these suggested changes, 

it should be possible to obtain results accurate to 

or better. 



E, 3 

3TJ1IAR 

Ir. this tiesi are preseted: 
(1) Ar outline of the experienta1 pro- 

cedure followed n vapor heat ca-acity determinations. 

(2) Sariiple calculations showing the method 

and corrections applied for heat of vaporization and 

heat cacity calculations. 

(3) A discussion of the benzerie calibration 
run, giving an indication of the accuracy of' the re- 
suits obtaIned ith the present appartus. 

(4) A disc'ssIori and table of the results 
obtaIned for the heat of vaporization and var'or bet 
caracity of trns-J,,4-diiiethylcyclohexane. 

(5) Tables of results obtained for the vapor 

heat catacities of ois and of traíts-1,2-dimethyleyclo- 

hexane. 
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